supported by NRW Landesbüro Tanz

is a contact point, communication platform and driving force for the professional dance scene in North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW).

supports the work of dance professionals in NRW by offering various forms of networking and training while also providing friendly advice to the dance scene.

initiates projects, collaborations and dialogue within the field of professional contemporary dance.

increases public visibility of the dance scene by presenting the activities of dance professionals.

engages in dialogue with politicians focused on cultural policy as well as regional funding institutions, national dance organisations and international networks.

helps people from all generations to discover dance as a form of art and executes projects focused on introducing people to dance and cultural education.

hosts the networking and presentation platform internationale tanzmesse nrw.

coordinates the biennial festival tanz nrw and supports this network project.

presents DYNAMO, the annual dance platform for young dancers in NRW.

manages with 180°Drehung a best practice project for children and young people in collaboration with educational institutions.

provides audiences with a glimpse behind the scenes through the tanz.backstage event in cooperation with dance professionals and theatres in NRW.

publishes tanz.kalender nrw, providing an overview of all dance performances in NRW, and tanz.news, keeping readers up to date on the latest news from the dance scene.

provides guidance on its website relating to dance and funding across Germany, and presents the many professionals who make up the dance scene in NRW.

coordinates the funding of guest dance and theatre productions in NRW on behalf of the Ministry of Culture and Science of the State of North Rhine-Westphalia.

organises brennpunkt.tanz, comprising informational events and seminars with experts on the latest topics from the dance scene.

advises young professionals in open and practical discussion groups as part of the tanz.büro format.

responds to the individual needs of dancers through the tanz.termin consultation sessions.

provides a space for friendly discussion and advice through the workspace.tanz platform, which is hosted twice a year.

reflects on working conditions in the independent scene through the tanz.player format.

promotes the transfer of knowledge relating to artistic practice into wider social fields through the tanz.transfer platform.